12 Appliqued Double Wedding Ring
Wed 17/Thu 18
www.ginaburgessquilts.com
Size: approx. 117 cm square 46” square

with Gina Burgess

Who would have thought this complex traditional quilt could be achieved
so painlessly? Imagine, no curved seams! The ever popular Double Wedding
Ring has never been this fast and easy! The workshop will cover:
construction of the arcs; applique technique and stitch selection; layout
variations; alternate edge treatments; quilting options and piped binding.
This fun workshop is suitable for quilters of all skill levels and is Jelly Roll
friendly! This could easily be adapted to use as a bed runner.
13 Pockets full of Posies
with Rachael Daisy
Wed 17/Thu 18
www.bluemountaindaisy.blogspot.com
Size: any size you like
Use your old denim jeans to create a garden to hang on your wall or a series
of fun cushions.
This is a creative class where participants will learn techniques to create
their own wall hanging using recycled denim jeans. You'll start with tricks
and tips for sewing and working with denim to create a backdrop. Plant a
colourful garden using wool felt, fabric, ric rac, and yo-yos in this fun,
creative class with a mix of machine sewing and hand sewing. Suitable for
intermediate to advanced.

14 Modern Mystery
with Rachael Denneny
Wed 17/Thu 18
Size: 177 cm square - 70” square
This year’s Modern Mystery quilt will once again give you two full days of fun. A
striking new modern geometric design pieced using a few different techniques,
which will keep you guessing right up to the last minute. Easy peasy fabric
selection of two contrasting neutrals and one coloured fabric. The finished quilt is
177 cm square (70”) but you will have options to increase the size with either a
plain border 203 cm square (80”), or a pieced border increasing the size to 228 cm
plus (90”). More details will be included in your requirements list.
15 Random Hearts
with Leslie Edwards
Wed 17/Thu 18
www.quiltingfabrications.com
Size:
107 cm x 129 cm - 42” x 51” approx
Making this sampler quilt offers you experience in many essential techniques:
Flying Geese, Foundation Paper Piecing, Seminole Patchwork, Half Square
Triangles, Pinwheels, Log Cabin, Improvisational Stars, and Fusible Web
Applique. However, it is the freeform construction technique that ensures
every participant will end up with a totally personalised end product. A
favourite method of Leslie’s, you put your quilt together by adding random
fabric pieces as the spirit and design moves you. This hones your ability to
visualise and design your own quilts. Pre-cutting before the class will allow you
more time to spend on constructing the quilt top. While beginners will get a
taste of many types of piecing, the improvisational nature of the construction will appeal to all levels of
experience.
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